Abstract. The class DTT ~ (resp. DTT) is the family of all deterministic topdown tree transductions with deterministic top-down look-ahead (resp. no lookahead). In this paper we prove that the two hierarchies (DTTDR)" and (DTTDR) ~ o DTT are proper and that they "shuffle perfectly" in the sense that (DTT~ ~ is properly contained in (DTT~ ~ o DTT and (DTTDR) ~ o DTT is properly contained in (DTT~ n+l for all n >_ 0. Using these results we show that the problem of determining the correct inclusion relationship between two arbitrary compositions of tree transformation classes from the set {DTA, DTT, DTT ~ DTT R} can be decided in linear time.
Introduction
There is a considerable interest in finding inclusions and equalities that hold for compositions of tree transformation classes. Such results are, for example, the following six (in a composition of tree transformation classes, the left one is applied first): where D T A (resp. D T T) stands for the class of tree transformations induced by deterministic top-down tree automata (resp. transducers) and the superscript R (resp. DR) stands for regular (resp. deterministic top-down) look-ahead (see [3] , [8] , [9] , and [13] ). Results (a) and (b) mean that DTA and DTT R are closed under composition, results (c) and (e) state that D T T and D T T DR are not closed under composition, and (d) means that the composition of three deterministic top-down tree transformations can be computed by the composition of two, and, moreover, the first one can be a deterministic top-down tree automaton. Obviously, from the already-verified equalities and inclusions we obtain new ones by substituting either side of a valid equation for an occurrence of the other side. For example, (c) and (d) imply The question may naturally be raised whether (a)-(f) can be completed with finitely many other inclusions and equations such that by applying substitutions we can derive every inclusion and equation which holds among the compositions of DTA, DTT, DTT DR, DTT R. It may also be of interest to have an algorithm for deciding whether or not an inclusion or equality holds between any two composition classes. These questions, and others, may be formalized in the framework of string rewriting systems in the following manner. Let M = {DTA, DTT, DTT DR, DTTR}. We consider two monoids defined in terms of M: the free monoid M* (with the operation of concatenation denoted by ".") and [M] , the monoid finitely generated by M (with the operation of composition denoted by "o"). Strings The choice of M was motivated by equations and inclusions (a)-(f) and by the interesting hierarchy results we obtain for [M] . Specifically, we show that (DTT~ n and (DTTDR) n o DTT form two proper hierarchies and that the second hierarchy fits perfectly and properly "in between" the consecutive levels of the first hierarchy, i.e., for alln >0,
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce and recall the notations and basic concepts used. In Section 3 we give a weight-reducing string-rewriting system S which contains the previously cited composition results (a), (b), and the "first half" of (d). We prove that, for every (u, v) 6 S, I lu II = II v ll. Hence *->~ ___ 0. Then we give a subset N of M* and show that N is the set of irreducible strings for S. In Section 4
we give the inclusion diagram of the set {llull I u ~ N}, which is, in fact, the set 
Preliminaries

Tree Transducers
A ranked alphabet E is an alphabet in which every symbol has a unique rank (arity) in the set of nonnegative integers. For any m > 0, we denote by Em the set of symbols in E which have rank m. For a ranked alphabet E and a set H, the set of trees (or terms) over E indexed by H, denoted by Tz (H), is the smallest set U satisfying the following two conditions:
(i) HUEoC__U.
(ii) a(h ..... tm) c U whenever m > 0, ~r 6 Em, and tl ..... tm C U.
The set of trees over Z is Tz (0), and we simply write Tz for Tz (0). We specify a countable set X = {xl, x2 .... } of variables and set Xm = {Xl ..... Xm} for every m _ 0. We distinguish a subset Tz(Xm) of Tz(Xm) as follows: a tree t ~ Tz(Xm) is in f'z(Xm) if and only if each variable in Xm appears exactly once in t and the order of the variables in t is xl ..... xm. For example, if Z = Eo U Z2 with Zo = {a} and E2 :--{O'}, then o-(xl, or(a, x~)) ~ Tz(X1) but a(xl, a(a, Xl)) r T~: (Xl). On the other hand, cr(Xl, or(a, x2)) E T~:(X2). The notion of tree substitution is defined as follows. Letm > O, t ~ Tz(Xm), and hi ..... hm ~ H, where H is an arbitrary set. We denote by t[hl, .... hm] the tree which is obtained from t by replacing each occurrence of xi in t by hi for every 1 < i < m. Let E and A be two ranked alphabets. Then any subset of Tz x Tzx is a tree transformation from Tz to irA. For a tree language L, the partial identity {(t, t) [ t 6 L} is denoted by 1D(L).
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Definition 2.1. A deterministic top-down tree transducer (dtt for short) is a system el = (E, A, A, a0, P), where:
(1) E is a ranked input alphabet. (2) A is a ranked output alphabet. (3) A is a ranked state alphabet, it is a unary alphabet, i.e., A = A1; also, A f3 (E u A ux) = 0. (4) a0 is an element of A, the initial state. The class of tree transformations computed by all dtt's (resp. dta's) is denoted by DT T (resp. DT A ). The tree language recognized by a dta ,,4 is L(.A) = dom(r~4). The class of tree langua~ges recognized by dta's is DR = dom(DTA). Let R denote the wellknown class of recognizable tree languages [2] , [12] . It is well known that DR C R; a proof can be found in [2] or [12] .
Top-down tree transducers with look-ahead, one of the main topics of this paper, were defined in [3] . It transpired that they have a number of nice properties, especially in the deterministic case. For example, the class of deterministic top-down tree transformations with regular look-ahead is closed under composition. The concept of look-ahead also proved useful in other contexts [4] - [7] . Following [3] , Fiil6p and V~igvOlgyi [8] , [9] defined and studied top-down tree transducers and dta's with deterministic top-down look-ahead capacity.
Let C c R be a class of tree languages. A deterministic top-down tree transducer with C look-ahead (dtt c) is a system ,A = (E, A, A, a0, P), where the first four com-ponents are defined exactly as in Definition 2.1. Here P is a finite set of rules of the form (1 <i <m).
It can be seen from the definition of ~.a what the notion look-ahead means: a rule can be applied at a node of a tree only if the direct subtrees of that node are in the tree languages given in the rule. Note that .4 can apply atmost one rule at any given node. This is because for any two different rules in P with the same left-hand side a variable xi exists such that the two look-ahead sets corresponding to xi are disjoint. As usual, ~, the reflexive, transitive closure of ~Ft, formalizes the concept of computation of dtt c's, and
rA = {(t,s) c Tx x T~ [ao(t)~As }
defines the tree transformation computed by ..4. Note that z.a is a partial function from Tz toTa.
Let `4 = (Z, A, A, a0, P) be a dtt c. We say that `4 is a deterministic top-down tree automaton with C look-ahead (dta c) if E = A and each rule in P is of the form The tree language recognized by a dta c `4 is L (.,4) = dom (r.a). The class of all tree transformations defined by all dttC's (resp. dtaC's) is denoted by DTT c (resp. DTAC). Engelfriet's results [3] imply the following proposition.
Proposition 2.2. dom(DTT R) = R.
By Proposition 2.2, we can iterate the look-ahead tree languages, without leaving R, as follows. Let DRo be DR and let, for n > 1, DRn be the class of tree languages recognizable by dta's with DRn-1 look-ahead. By Proposition 2.2, DRn C_ R for every n > 0. By direct inspection:~ ~tain that DRn-1 C_ DRn for every n > 1. Ftil6p and Viigv61gyi [10] proved that this inclusion is proper by constructing the following tree languages. 
.).
We say that a tree in T~ is even (odd) if it contains an even (odd) number of l's. We denote by Le (Lo) the set of all even (odd) trees over E. Note that 0 E L~ and 1 ~ Lo. For each integer n > 0, the tree language Cn ___ Tx is defined as follows:
(a) Co = {1, 0}. (b) For n > 1, C~ is the smallest set satisfying:
(i) 1, 0 6 C, and (ii) a(t, r) ~ C~ whenever t 6 C,-1 and r c~Cn. Obviously, for i < j, we have Ci C Cj. We put C~ = Cn f3 Le and C ~ = Cn • Lo.
Proposition 2.4 [10] . For each n > 1, C e n > 0, DRn is closed under intersection.
E DRn --DRn-~. Moreover, for every
String-Rewriting Systems
Let E be an alphabet. The empty string and the length of a string w E E* are denoted, respectively, by L and Iwl. Recall that E* is the free monoid generated by E under the operation of concatenation with )~ as identity. A string-rewriting system T over E is a finite subset of E* • Y~* and each element (u, v) of T is called a rewriting rule.
The relation --+~ is the reflexive, transitive closure of the relation --+r defined by: for w,z c E*, W---~TZ if there are x, y E E* and (u, v) E T such that w = xuy and z = xvy. We say that z can be derived from w in T, if w --+~ z holds. The symmetric, * of ---~r is a congruence over E*. It is called the reflexive, and transitive closure +->7" Thue congruence generated by T. We say that T is noetherian if there are no infinite chains of the form wl --+r w2 --+r ' " ". A word w is called irreducible with respect to T (or T-irreducible) if there is no z such that w --+ r z. The set of all T-irreducible words is denoted by IRR(T).
We now mention a sufficient condition for T to be noetherian. A weight function is a mapping p: E --+ {1, 2 .... }, where for a ~ E, p(a) is the weight of a. It can be extended to a mapping p: E* ~ {1, 2 .... } by letting p()~) = 0 and, inductively, defining p(wa) = p(w) -4-p(a) for any w ~ E* and a E E. For example, if p(a) = I for each a 6 E, then p(w) = Iwl. We say that T is weight-reducing with respect to p if, for each (u, v) E T, p(u) > p(v) holds. T is weight-reducing if there is a weight function with respect to which T is weight-reducing. It should be clear that each weightreducing string-rewriting system is noetherian. Theorem 2.2.9 in [1] and the discussion of complexity on pp. 45 and 46 in [1] i~ply the following result. We denote by I 6 [M] the tree transformation class consisting of all identity tree transformations, i.e., I = t1~.11. Let 0 be the kernel of [I II, i.e., the congruence relation induced by the homomorphism II I1:
Let the string-rewriting system S ___ M* x M* consist of the following 13 rewriting rules:
( Next we argue that, for every (ot, t3) 6 S, I lot II = II ~ II, or, equivalently, (ot,/~) ~ 0. For each i (1 < i < 13), if the ith rewriting rule of S is (ot,/3), then the corresponding claim I lot II = II/~11 will be denoted by (i'). We thus have to prove that (i') holds for 1 < i < 13. Almost all these claims are well-known results which we summarize in the following lemma. 
1) (DTA 9 DTT R, DTTR). (2) (DTT R 9 DTA, DTTR). (3) (DTT . DTTR, DTTR). (4) (DTT R 9 DTT, DTTR). (5) (DTT DR 9 DTT R, DTTR). (6) (DTT R 9 DTT DR, DTTR). (7) (DTT R 9 DTT R, DTTR).
.. qg], and ql c L~ i) ..... qg E L(g i).
Proof. Intuitively, the "rule part" b(q) --+ r of an extended rule 
.. Xm) ) --+ u[bl (xi~) ..... bl(xiz)]; L1 ..... Lm),
(*) where u 6 Tr(X/), and bl ..... bt 6 B. We now explain how to construct the set of extended rules of/3 for b and q that are associated with the rule (,). Taking the union of all these sets of extended rules, for Various rules (.) for b(cr(xl ..... Xm)), gives the required set of extended rules of/3 for b and q. The cardinality of this set is the required k; Let the dta An = (A, A, An, a~, Pn), 1 < n < re, recognize thelook-aheadlanguage Ln from (.). Moreover, suppose that, for 1 < n < m and arbitrary trees Pl ..... pg, ~ Tz, where, for 1 < h < g,
Nh MsJ(h) t,."tj(h) tas(h) )). kij=J(h)
,]
It is now easy to check that condition (a) holds by induction hypothesis and because /3 is deterministic. Similarly, condition []
Theorem.3.7. N = IRR(S).
Proof. It should be clear that N c IRR(S)
.
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The Inclusion Diagram
We give an inclusion diagram for the set of tree transformation classes IINI[ = {llwll I w ~ N}. Indeed we will show that the elements of IINII can be arranged into a proper hierarchy, all inside DTT R. This hierarchy result is the main technical contribution of this paper. It is displayed in Figure 1 . The properness of inclusion for the initial levels of the hierarchy is trivial:
and Rounds [13] and Ffil6p and Vfigv6lgyi [8] , [9] have shown
DTT C DTT o DTT = DTA o DTT C DTT DR C (DTTDR) 2.
To establish the hierarchy result it suffices to prove the two proper inclusions in n=O (4) Note that the union on the left-hand side of (4) is not an element of II NIl. The inclusions in (3) and (4) are obvious so we concentrate on the properness issue. We use the classes of tree languages DRn, n >_ O, definedin Section 2.1, and the languages of n-nested combs, see Definition 2.3 and Proposition 2.4 of Section 2.1. We first discuss and prove some results about the domains of dtt's with DRn lookahead. An early result (without look-ahead) dom(DTT) = DR is proved in [3] . This was extended in Lemma 5.2 of [9] : dom(DTT ~ = DR1. We generalize these results in the following lemma. 
Proof ItisobviousthatDRn+l C_ dom(DTTOR,).Wenowshowthatdom(DTTOR,)
cc_ DRn+I. We apply a construction which is similar to the usual power-set construction. Let .4 = (E, A, A, a0, P) be a dtt DR" . Define the dta DR"/3 = (E, E, B, b0, P') where B = P(A), the power set of A, b0 = {a0}, and P' is the set of all rules of the form a(a(xl ..... xm)) --> q[al(x~(1)) ..... a,(x~(,) To set up the proper inclusion results we need the following key lemma about C e, the language of n-nested combs with an even number of l's. Roughly, A trims the "outermost" 1-combs off an input tree t ~ Cn and replaces them with a 0 or 1 depending on the parity of the number of l's. A does the trimming only to the extent necessary to make the output tree an element of C. 
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8. It settles the second inclusion of (3). To prove the first inclusion of (3): (DTTDR) ~ C (DTTDR) n o DTT, we need some further preparation. For every pair (n, k) of nonnegative integers, we define the tree language C,,k as follows:
(a) C0,~ = C~,0 = { 1, 0}, for all k, n > 0. (b) Cn,k = {~r(t, r) [ t ~ C~-1,k-1 and r ~ C~,k-1} for k, n > 1.
We observe that, for each k and n, Cn,k is a finite tree language and that C,,~ C C,; obviously, Cn is infinite if n > 1. Moreover, it can be easily shown that a tree t in C~ belongs to Cn,k if and only if the following conditions hold for each root-to-leaf path of t: By the above characterization of Cn,~ we also observe that Uk~0 C~,k c Cn. We put For some time we have attempted to prove that the two classes are distinct and even tried to construct a tree language in DTT ~ that is not in (DTTDR) ~ for any n. Only recently we were able to prove, contrary to our previous efforts, that, for each n >_ 1, the classes (DTTDR) n and DTT z)R"-~ are in fact equal. The proof is rather involved and will appear elsewhere [14] .
The Main Results
The main results of this paper are now easy consequences of the work presented in previous sections. 
